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Energy Is Basis For Prosperity: Minister 
Rayamajhi 

Pokhara, Feb 7: Minister Energy, Water Resources and Irrigation Top Bahadur Rayamajhi has 
asserted that country could only achieve prosperity through the production of energy. 

At the 20th annual general assembly organized by Nepal Solar Manufacturers Association in 
Pokhara on Saturday, Minister Rayamajhi said that Nepal had tremendous possibilities for 
power production and the surplus energy could be exported as well. 

Rayamajhi insisted, "There is no alternative to moving ahead optimizing hydro energy and solar 
energy. We should generate electricity considering its export to neighbouring countries India, 
China and Bangladesh." 
He further opined that the industries should be run in the country that would increase the 
consumption of energy. 

The Energy Minister shared that the government was working towards increasing the power 
production in the country in an expedited manner. A 99-point master plan had been devised 
and implemented to end the power outage spanning as long as 18 hours, according to him. 

The Minister recalled how he had assumed his office as the Energy Ministry in the wake of the 
Gurkha Earthquake and blockade and how he got to shoulder the responsibilities of the same 
ministry amid the difficult circumstances. 

Similarly, National Planning Commission's member Dr Krishna Prasad Oli stressed that Nepal 
should be made an organic nation for which he argued solar energy would be very important 
factor. 

Since solar energy has over 10 per cent of contribution to the National Grid, Oli suggested that 
the entrepreneurs should involve in it in a planned way. 

Secretary at Ministry of Energy, Water Resources and Irrigation Dinesh Ghimire shared that the 
implementation of 99-point white paper had ended load-shedding. He pledged to revise the 
white paper and bring it into effect more effectively. 

Chief Executive Officer of Alternative Energy Promotion Center (AEPC) Madhusudan Adhikari 
said that the difficulties at the policy level have caused the problem to work in the solar energy 
sector. 
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Hitendra Dev Shakya is new managing director at 

Nepal Electricity Authority 

KATHMANDU, Feb 9: The government has appointed Hitendra Dev Shakya as the 

managing director of the Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) for four years. 

A meeting of the Council of Ministers held took a decision to this effect on Monday.  

He has been serving as the officiating managing director at the NEA since November 9, 

2020. 

Earlier, he worked as the managing director of the NEA Engineering Company. Shakya 

also worked as a power sector specialist at the Office of the Millennium Challenge Nepal 

Compact for the development of projects in the power sector for MCA qualification. 
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Construction Of Solar Plant Nears Completion, 5 
MW Electricity Being Produced 

By Amar Raj Naharki, Tanahun, Feb. 12: A total of 5 MW of electricity is to be 
produced from solar energy in Shuklagandaki Municipality-5 of Tanahun. 

Construction of the project by Solar Farm Private Limited, which had taken the 
approval for the first time in Nepal to generate electricity from solar energy, is 
nearing completion. 

"Preparations are underway to produce electricity within three months," informed 
Mankari Gurung, director of Solar Farm. 

"The construction was delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, we are 
working to finish the construction within this year," said Gurung. 

The company informed that the 75 per cent works of the project being constructed at 
the premises of Bhanubhakta Multiple Campus in Bel Chautara had already 
completed. The Campus had provided 100 Ropanis land as per the agreement 
concluded with the company four years ago. 

"An agreement has been concluded with the Nepal Electricity Authority to connect 
the 5 MW electricity produced through solar energy to the National Transmission 
Line," said Gurung. 

Initially, around Rs. 80 million capital was allocated per MW. However, the project 
stated that they had to increase the capital later.  "The capital of Rs. 400 to 450 
million may now increase to Rs. 520 to 550 million," said director Gurung. 

According to the agreement with NEA, the electricity produced via solar energy 
would be bought by the NEA at Rs. 7.30 per unit for 25 years, said Hari Kumar 
Shrestha, who is the manager and shareholder of the Solar Farm company. 

The project is currently preparing to install 13,494 solar panels. After the completion 
of construction, the electricity would be produced for around six hours daily. Around 
30,000 units of electricity will be produced in one day and around one million units 
will be generated in a year, said Shrestha. 



Likewise, director Gurung said, "Works relating to earthing are going on. The 
transmission is ready and the construction will complete in 20 days after the panel 
arrives." 

The electricity produced from the farm will be connected to the Bel Chautara 
Substation which is 500 meters far from the project area. 
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Maibeni Hydel Nears Completion 

Ilam, Feb. 12: Maibeni Hydroelectricity Project, which is under construction at the Maikohla 
River in Ilam district, is set to generate electricity by mid-March this year. 
The construction of 9.51 Megawatts (MW) project was disrupted in the wake of coronavirus 
pandemic and subsequent lockdown last year. 
"Lockdown affected us a lot. However, we have been working tirelessly so as to complete it at the 
earliest. We are poised to generate energy within a month," said Manager of the project 
Rajendra Raj Bharati. 
According to him, as of now construction of infrastructure like tunnel, transmission line and 
sub-station has completed. 
The project has constructed 350-metre-long penstock pipeline, along with 1 kilometer (km) and 
1.4 km-long tunnels. The construction started in July 2019 with the aim of completing it by 
August 2021, but that is likely to happen about six months earlier. 
Nepal SBI Bank and Siddartha Bank have provided about 75 per cent cost as loans to the 1.86 
billion project. Remaining 25 per cent is promoters' share. It will generate 53.28 Gigawatt hour 
electricity in a year. 
A 12 MW Upper Mai Hydropower and its 6 MW cascade project are already in operation at 
Maibeni. 
Likewise, 7.8 MW Super Mai Hydro located at Dudhang Beshi has begun electricity generation 
from last year. Himal Dolakha Hydroelectricity Project (7.5 MW) and Sanima Mai Hydro Power 
(22 MW) and its cascade (8 MW) are in operation there. 
Similarly, Super Mai, Super Mai Cascade, Sagarmatha, Maibeni and Puwakhola have 11 
hydroelectricity projects in total in Ilam with a capacity to generate 86.97 MW power.  

  



  

 


